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Roland DGA Solvent Satin Canvas: ESM-SSC2   
 
Product Overview 
Roland DGA ESM-SSC2 is a high-quality, true artist canvas with a satin finish.  This 65% polyester/35% cotton blend 
is 22 mils thick and 11.5 oz/sq. yd. (390 gsm).  It is durable, waterproof, and can be stretched without cracking.  It 
also has excellent archival properties.  This solvent-printable canvas has a specialized acrylic coating that yields 
superior color brilliance and excellent image definition. 
 
Specifications
Thickness: 22 mil Color: Natural White 
Finish: Satin Core Diameter: 3” 
Basis Weight: 11.5 oz/sq. yd.  (390 gsm) Shelf Life: 1 year 
Weave: Oxford Ink Compatibility: Eco-Sol MAX2, EJ, TR2, Eco-UV 
Blend: 65% polyester/35% cotton Available Sizes: 20” x 45’; 20” x 99’; 30” x 99’; 54” x 99’ 
      
Applications 
Fine Art/Photographic Window Coverings 
Home/Office Décor   Wall Coverings/Murals 
POP Displays Tradeshow Graphics 
 
Part Numbers 
ESM-SSC2-45-20 
ESM-SSC2-99-20 
ESM-SSC2-99-30 
ESM-SSC2-99-54 
 
Storage Conditions 
ESM-SSC2 Roland DGA Solvent Satin Canvas should be handled with care to prevent surface contamination that 
may affect the printable surface of the product. This material should be processed and stored in an environment of 
65° - 85° F (18° - 29° C) and 30 - 50% relative humidity (non-condensing) that is clean and relatively dust-free. We 
recommend storing this product in its original packaging in a cool, dry area until ready for use. If storage conditions 
are outside the recommended operating ranges, allow the material to acclimate to the production environment 
for at least 24 to 48 hours before use. 
 
Roland Certified Media Guarantee 
This product is sold for the usage of the applications stated in this document. Please note that canvas is a natural 
product that may expand or shrink with environment.  Liquid laminates can be used, but it should be pre-tested 
since some may cause yellowing or cracking over time.    


